ODYSSEUS & ATHENA
INSTITUTE

Challenging the Status Quo

ODYSSEUS & ATHENA is a non-profit
organization dedicated to the preservation
and appreciation of Greek’s unique nature
and cultural heritage.
We envision a world where environment is
fostered and protected, cultural heritage is
treasured, thus assuring a life in dignity
and prosperity for all, now and in the future.
Our dream of making the planet a better
place motivates us every day to work
towards creating sustainable solutions to
the major challenges that will shape
humanity's future relationship with the
Earth.

Connect with us
www.odena.org
T : @odenainstitute
LIn :Odysseus&Athena
In :Odenainstitute
Pin :Odenainstitute

Investing in the planet is our choice

Our manifesto

Affiliated Innovative Initiatives
Odysseus and Athena Institute supports
and enhances environmental & cultural
initiatives worldwide. Under this scope, it
closely collaborates with Network of Cities
with Lakes, a european non-profit
organization whose mission is to enhance
active engagement and involvement of
locals (individuals and authorities) and
transnational cooperation in sustainable
development issues, including environment,
entrepreneurship, sports and culture. The
collaboration focuses on shaping local
policies on “smart and sustainable
development” and improving quality of life in
cities and regions through European and
international financial tools.
Odysseus and Athena Institute also
cooperates with Amphictiony of Ancient
Greek Cities, an international cultural
network that promotes Ancient Greek spirit
and strengthens interaction among cities,
organizations and people passionate with
ancient Greek civilization’s achievements.

#culture4development

Our Mission
To sustainably preserve and promote greek
nature and tangible & intangible heritage, as a
source of learning, enriched cultural identity,
and resilient economic development.

Our Vision
The most reliable way to predict the future is
to create it. Sometimes all you need is a
change in perspective.
Our vision, a more sustainable planet

ODYSSEUS & ATHENA Young
In accordance with the values, objectives, and
visions of its mother association, Odysseus &
Athena Young focuses on being the bridge between
youth and culture; two worlds that now more than
ever have a need for interaction.
Odysseus & Athena Young is a committee
composed of young adults from all over the world,
ranging from 18 to 30 years of age, who all share a
passion for Greek history art and culture.

